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Team and customer focused and detailed oriented supervisor has excellent 
interpersonal communication skills and the ability to communicate with senior 
staff/manager. Exceptional skills and ability to supervise employee's while 
multitasking time, productivity and quality. Possesses twelve years of successful 
experience.

EXPERIENCE

Fire Direction Specialist III
ABC Corporation - JUNE 2003 – JUNE 2004

 Monitored personnel on duties and utilizing time management to 
insure quality work and production was met.

 Provided professional growth and disciplinary counselings/evaluations
to personnel monthly.

 Provided details to senior staff with issues and coming up with 
possible solutions or administered training to effectively correct the 
problem.

 Appointed by Senior leadership to assume higher responsibilities 
based on successful performances and ability to be multifunctional in 
multiple areas for the company.

 Excelled at professional development course to help build upon and 
gather new tools as a supervisor in a leadership role.

 Selected out of ten other supervisors to perform higher profile and 
difficult tasks based on performance and dependability.

 Asserted the knowledge and ability to train employees during high 
stressful task with little time or sleep and without suffering lack of 
production or quality.

Fire Direction Specialist 
Delta Corporation - 2002 – 2003

 Prepared fire control equipment for movement and operation.
 Performed detailed survey operations, preventive maintenance and 

routine testing to fire control equipment.
 Developed hundreds of wired/wireless secure TCP/IPv4 networks with 

over 20 users to transmit and receive critical information.
 Manually calculated meteorological data using linear, and slope 

equations as well as calculating angles and using their variables to 
calculate .

 Held a &quot;secret&quot; security clearance.
 Operation of military computer using the (B.U.C.S) program Driver of 

M577, M109A, Cpt Driver National Defense medal, NATO medal, 
Kosovo Campaign medal.

 Army service ribbon and Overseas ribbon.
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EDUCATION

 High School Diploma - (Dripping Springs High School - Dripping Springs, 
TX)

SKILLS

Management, Supervisor, Team Building, Detail Oriented.
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